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Our school wide goal is focused on developing students’ growth mindset, self-efficacy, self-
management, and social awareness. Quite possibly the most difficult to understand is self-
efficacy. Not surprisingly, according to a student survey last spring, students showed the least 
confidence with their level of self-efficacy. I think self-efficacy is difficult to define at times 
because there is over-lap with other SEL terms like self-confidence and growth mindset.  
 
For me, it helps to consider what self-efficacy is not. For example, having spent the last 30 years 
in the Chicago area, I intimately experienced life as a Cubs fan. Since the Cubs went 108 years 
without winning a World Series, many different reasons were attributed to why they could not 
win. People blamed a black cat, a goat, and an excited fan that reached over to grab a foul ball in 
a critical point of a play-off game. In short, there were many people who believed that they were 
cursed. No matter how far they got into the play-offs, people believed that the Cubs’ fate would 
catch up to them and they would eventually loose. Sometimes more energy was spent on 
superstitious explanations than the truth- the team did not pitch, hit, run, or defend as well as 
the other team. They believed that outside, uncontrollable factors, impacted outcomes more 
than the effort, skill, or ability of the team.  
 
This was such a strange week because of the missed school day for students and teachers due to 
the local fires and the early release day for testing purposes. Despite the brevity, my week was 
full. One reason I thought about self-efficacy so much this week was that I took advantage of the 
quiet on Tuesday to do some reading. This caused me to process self-efficacy not only on Tuesday 
but the remainder of the week.  
 
Wednesday was a half-day and quite an organizational wonder. Thanks to admin, counselors, 
teachers, and staff, the day operated smoothly and students engaged in some important 
endeavors. I am so grateful to our team here at Tustin who know that good experiences and 
smoothly run days don’t happen by accident.  
 
We sent our freshman to several different colleges to begin building their vision for life after high 
school. I asked students about their experiences and every student I spoke to express a gratitude 
for having the opportunity to visit a college campus. Students with whom I spoke talked about 
visits to UC Riverside, UC Irvine, Cal State Fullerton, Chapman, the Fashion Institute of Design, 
the Otis College of Art & Design, and USC. It was an amazing organizational piece that students 
benefitted from thanks to Assistant Principal, Ali del Castillo, and her team of counselors.  
 
Meanwhile, sophomores and juniors participated in practice testing here on campus. The 
students I talked to yesterday seemed to have a good experience appreciating the opportunity 
to practice on tests that often matter for college placement and scholarships. I could hear in their 
articulation the difference between efficacious students and others who are still building that 
important quality. Some believed that there score (results) stemmed from past effort and the 
level of purposeful focus they brought in preparation. Fewer students saw the test as something 
for which they had no control. I think this is an important point of learning for our students as a 



whole. We cannot promise perfect scores but we can promise improvement if students 
purposefully invest in learning over the next few months. 
 
The senior class participated in a morning long program of activities that included picture taking 
and participation in a hypnosis session. Talking about control and the mind: it was wild to watch 
that experience transpire! While the hypnotist was careful to remain appropriate and tasteful, 
students were uninhibited entertaining their peers by acting out personas he suggested.  
 
Two random encounters with students yesterday had me thinking more about self-efficacy. The 
first occurred when a boy approached the back gate. (About once a week, I make it back there to 
greet students coming from the El Camino/Orange corner of the school.) One boy was alone and 
seemed to carry himself with confidence and ease. As I interacted with him, I found out his name 
was Jose and that he liked school. He shared about his involvement in sports like football and 
later maybe wrestling. He shared with me his experience visiting Cal State Fullerton the previous 
day and expressed his determination to do what he needed to do in order to complete college. 
Self-efficacy was on full display as he described his belief that his dream would come true if he 
did what was required of him to be successful.  
 
Later that day, I had a similar conversation with Alyssa, also a freshman, who described her 
dreams as we sat and watched boys’ water polo take on a tough league opponent. Listening to 
how intentionally she invests her time now and her plans moving forward, I could sense a strong 
belief that her level of success in life depends on intentional preparation. It was quite 
encouraging to hear both of these young students talk about their desire to grow and prepare 
for college and beyond. It reminded me of what an incredible privilege it is to be a part of growing 
our students. Some seem to have it figured out quickly, but for others, it is a longer process- in 
either case, it is an important journey. 
 
After my conversation with Alyssa, I watched portions of two incredible accomplishments. I got 
to spend time with the girls’ tennis players and talk about self-efficacy! These girls believe 
intensely that there level of play and performance in the classroom are closely connected to 
factors they can control. I have watched these impressive young women work hard constantly 
because that is something they can control, and they believe their effort will pay off. It will, but I 
am not sure they realized how soon. They faced a league opponent who beat them just a few 
weeks ago, but this time they prevailed. I was grateful that these young women got to experience 
the benefits of determined effort over a period of time- in this case, a shorter period of time! 
 
While tennis players volleyed tennis balls, Girls’ volleyball was locked down in what was a classic 
battle of two evenly matched teams. The points went back and forth for a couple of hours, and 
our Tillers won in the last game by the minimum margin. These girls believe that if they take care 
of what lies within their control, they can and will prevail. What a great example of keeping 
focused and staying the course! It is always good to win, but it is extra special to succeed in an 
extremely close and intense competition. It did not happen by accident. It wasn’t luck. It was the 
focused effort of the team- a Tiller team! 
 



My favorite example of self-efficacy goes back to last Friday night. It was a road football game 
against Western High School. While the opponent displayed some formidable talent, their team 
was no match for our well-prepared football team. There wasn’t a lot of suspense in the outcome 
because our team did what they needed to do in order to dominate on both sides of the ball. The 
game seemed to pass quickly, and before long, I found myself walking out of the stadium at the 
conclusion. One of the coaches passed by and mentioned that this game was an extra special one 
for Coach Myron Miller. No one that knows Coach Miller would be surprised to find that he had 
just won his 200th game as a high school coach. I had no idea that such a milestone was on the 
line! As I processed the math as to how many seasons that represented and the high level in 
which his programs had to operate over those years to amass that many wins, I decided to double 
back and congratulate Coach Miller on this accomplishment. Taking a picture of him and an 
assistant coach wasn’t a very profound way to celebrate the moment, but it was all I could think 
of at the time. Football tends to get a lot of hype and attention being a high profile sport, but not 
as many people know the time and energy that goes into the life of a football coach. It was great 
to recognize, even if in a small way, this accomplishment for Coach Miller. It represents a lot of 
wins, but more importantly, a lot of changed lives.   
 
I hope this week was a good one for your child. I realize that it was definitely a unique week. I 
was impressed with how everyone managed the stresses of this week, including our students. 
Next week is homecoming week and I can tell that students are looking forward to it.  
 
Thank you for sending your students to Tustin High School. I am grateful for the opportunity to 
serve in a place where people and their futures are valued. It is great to be a Tiller! 
 
Go Tillers! 
 
Dr. Jon Tuin 
Tustin High School Principal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


